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Glove Box Accident Guide
If you are involved in an accident,
keep calm and follow these steps:
This is intended as a general guide only

1. STOP!
Even if your vehicle is damaged - use headlights and/ or hazard lights
to warn other traffic and clear any debris if it is safe to do so.

2. Check for injured people
Call emergency services on ooo for medical and police assistance,
if required.

3. Check if your vehicle is driveable
If so, move the vehicle to a safe location. If the vehicle is not in a safe
condition to be moved, check the ignition is turned off and step away.

4. Check the ignition of all cars involved
Switch off the ignition of all cars to avoid fire risk. In case of fire,
call emergency services on ooo for fire and police assistance.

5. Get other driver details
Obtain the name and address, phone number and registration
number of other drivers. Collect other information where possible
to complete the incident report form.

6. Get witnesses
Request name and contact details of any witnesses.

7. Take photos!
Photograph damage to other vehicles, including registration plate.
Photograph other driver's licences if possible.

8. If your vehicle needs towing
Check for any towing regulations and make appropriate enquiries
to have your vehicle towed to the closest repairer to place of safety.
Do not drive unless vehicle is safe.

9. Never accept blame for the accident
Never accept blame for the accident and there is no need to insist
others to admit fault either. Simply get the information you need.

10. For further assistance
Please contact us on the numbers below:
Albury
Melbourne

Ph: (02) 6041 4760
Ph: (03) 9861 6100

Fax: (02) 6041 2659
Fax: (03) 8678 3997
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